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ABSTRACT

We present the largest kinship recognition dataset to date, Families in the Wild (FIW). Motivated by the lack of a single, unified dataset for kinship recognition, we aim to provide a dataset that captures the interest of the research community. With only a small team, we were able to collect, organize, and label over 10,000 family photos of 1,000 families with our annotation tool designed to mark complex hierarchical relationships and local label information in a quick and efficient manner. We include several benchmarks for two image-based tasks, kinship verification and family recognition. For this, we incorporate several visual features and metric learning methods as baselines. Also, we demonstrate that a pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as an off-the-shelf feature extractor outperforms the other feature types. Then, results were further boosted by fine-tuning two deep CNNs on FIW data: (1) for kinship verification, a triplet loss function was learned on top of the network of pre-train weights; (2) for family recognition, a family-specific softmax classifier was added to the network.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic kinship recognition in visual media is essential for many real-world applications: e.g., kinship verification [6, 8, 11, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32], automatic photo library management [21, 27], historic lineage and genealogical studies [2], social-media analysis [10], along with many of security applications addressing missing persons, human trafficking, crime scene investigations, and even our overall human sensing capabilities—ultimately, enhancing surveillance systems used in both real-time (e.g., vBOLO [28] mission1) or offline (e.g., searching for a subject in a large gallery [3, 23]). Thus, a gallery of imagery annotated with rich family information should lead to more powerful multimedia retrieval tools and complement many existing facial recognition systems (e.g., FBI’s NGI2). However, even after several years (i.e., since 2010 [8]) there are only a few vision systems capable of handling such tasks. Hence, kin-based technology in the visual domain has yet to truly evolve from research-to-reality.

We believe the reason that kinship recognition technology has not yet advanced to real-world applications is two-fold:

1. Current image datasets available for kinship tasks are not large enough to reflect the true data distributions of a family and their members.

2. Visual evidence for kin relationships are less discriminant than class types of other, more conventional machine vision problems (e.g., facial recognition or object classification), as many hidden factors affect the similarities of facial appearances amongst family members.

To that end, we introduce a large-scale image dataset for kinship recognition called Families in the Wild (FIW). To the best of our knowledge, FIW is by far the largest and most comprehensive kinship dataset available in the vision and multimedia communities [see Table 1]. FIW includes 11,193 unconstrained family photos of 1,000 families, which is nearly 10x more than the next-to-largest, Family101 [7]. Also, it is from these 1,000 families that 418,060 image pairs for the 11 relationship types (see Figure 1 & Table 2).

Figure 1: Sample faces chosen of 11 relationship types of FIW. Parent-child: (top row) Father-Daughter (F-D), Father-Son (F-S), Mother-Daughter (M-S) Mother-Son (M-S). Grandparent-grandchild: (middle row) same labeling convention as above. Siblings: (bottom row) Sister-Brother (SIBS), Brother-Brother (B-B), Sister-Sister (S-S).
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or not two or more persons are blood-related (kin or non kin); (2) family recognition, which is a multi-class classification problem where the aim is to determine the family of an individual in a photo; (3) kinship identification, which is a fine-grain categorization problem, as the aim is to determine the type of relationship shared between two or more people. We focus on the first and second modes in this paper, kinship verification and family recognition, which we briefly discuss next.

**Kinship Verification.** Previous efforts mainly focused on 4 parent-child pairs. As research in both psychology and computer vision revealed, different kin relations render different familiar features, and the 4 kin relations are usually modeled independently. Hence, it is important to have more kin relationship types accessible. Thus, FIW provides 11 pair-wise types (i.e., parent-child and siblings), but in sample sizes scaling up 105x larger; and 4 types being offered to the research community for the first time (i.e., grandparent-grandchild). Also, existing datasets contain, at most, only a couple of hundred pairs per category (i.e., 1,000 in total). Such an insufficient amount leads to models overfitting the training data. Hence, existing models do not generalize well to new, unseen test data. However, FIW now makes 418,060 pairs available.

**Family Recognition.** A challenging task that grows more difficult with more families. This is because families contain large intra-class variations, often with overlaps between classes. Similar to conventional facial recognition, when the targets are unconstrained faces in the wild [12] (i.e., pose, illumination, expression, and scene variant), the level of difficulty further increases, which is the same with kinship recognition. These are, unfortunately, challenges that need to be overcome. Thus, FIW poses realistic challenges needed to be surpassed before transitioning to real-world applications.

**Contributions.** We make three distinct contributions:

1. We introduce the largest visual kinship dataset to date, Families in the Wild (FIW).\(^3\) FIW is complete with rich label information for 1,000 family trees, from which 11 kin relationship types were extracted in numbers that are orders of magnitude times larger than other datasets. This was made possible with an efficient annotation tool and procedure (Section 2).

2. We provide several benchmarks on FIW for both kinship verification and family recognition, including various low-level features, metric learning methods, and pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models. See Section 3 for experimental settings and results.

3. We fine-tune two CNNs: one with a triplet-loss layer on top, and the other with a softmax loss. Both yield a significant boost in performance over all other benchmarks for both tasks (Section 3.2).

## 2. FAMILIES IN THE WILD

We now discuss the procedure followed to collect, organize, and label 11,193 family photos of 1,000 families with minimal manual labor. Then, we statistically compare FIW with other related datasets.

### 2.1 Building FIW

The goal for FIW was to collect approximately 10 photos for 1,000 families, each with at least 3 family members. We now summarize the method for achieving this in a three step process, which is visually depicted in Figure 2.

**Step 1: Data Collection.** A list of over 1,000 candidate families was made. To ensure diversity, we targeted groups of public figures worldwide by searching for \(<ethnicity OR country> AND <occupation> online (e.g., MLB [Baseball Players, Brazilian Politicians, Chinese Actors, Denmark + Royal Family]). Family photos were then collected using various search engines (e.g., Google, Bing, Yahoo) and social media outlets (e.g., Pinterest) to widen the search space. Those with at least 3 family members and 8 family photos were added to FIW under an assigned Family ID (FID).

**Step 2: Data Annotation.** We developed a labeling tool to quickly annotate a large corpus of family photos. All photos for a given FID are labeled sequentially. Labeling is done by clicking a family member’s face. Next, a face detector initializes a resizable box around the face. Faces unseen by the detector are discarded, as these are assumed to be poorly resolved. The tool then prompts for the name of the member via a drop-down menu. For starters, option new adds a member to a family under a unique member ID (MID), which prompts for the name, gender, and relationship types shared with others previously added to the current family (or FID). From there onward, labeling family members is just a matter of clicking.

---

\(^3\)FIW will be available upon publication of this paper.
Step 3: Dataset Parsing. Two sets of labels are generated in Step 2: (1) image-level, containing names and corresponding facial locations; (2) family-level, containing a relationship matrix that represents the entire family tree. Relationship matrices are then referenced to generate lists of member pairs for the 11 relationship types. Next, face detections are normalized and cropped with [14], then are stored according the previously assigned \( FID \rightarrow MIDs \). Lastly, lists of image pairs are generated for both kinship verification and family recognition.

2.2 Database Statistics

Our FIW dataset far outdoes its predecessors in terms of quantity, quality, and purpose. FIW contains 11,193 family photos of 1,000 different families. There are about 10 images per family that include at least 3 and as many as 24 family members. We compare FIW to related datasets in Table 1 and 2. Clearly, FIW provides more families, identities, facial images, relationship types, and labeled pairs– the pair count of FIW is orders of magnitude bigger than the next-to-largest (i.e., KFW-II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>No. Family</th>
<th>No. People</th>
<th>No. Faces</th>
<th>Age Varies</th>
<th>Family Trees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CornellKin[8]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBBKinFace[20, 25]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFW-II[16]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1,066</td>
<td>1,066</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFW-II[16]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSkinFace[18]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2,589</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family101[7]</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>14,816</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIW (Ours)</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10,676</td>
<td>30,725</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-B</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>86,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-S</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>86,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIB</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-D</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-S</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>43,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-D</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>44,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-S</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>37,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-GD</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-GS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM-GD</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM-GS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>418,060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. EXPERIMENTS ON FIW

In this section, we first discuss visual features and related methods used to benchmark the FIW dataset. We then report and review all benchmark results. Finally, we discuss the two methods used to fine-tune the pre-trained CNN model: (1) training a triplet-loss for kinship verification and (2) learning a softmax classifier for family recognition. Both obtain top scores in the respective task.

3.1 Features and Related Methods

All features and methods covered here were used to benchmark FIW. First, we review handcrafted features, Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) and Local Binary Patterns (LBP), which are both widely used in kinship verification [16] and facial recognition [19]. Next, we introduce VGG-Face, the pre-trained CNN model used here as an off-the-shelf feature extractor. Lastly, we review other related metric learning methods.

SIFT [15] features have been widely applied in object and face recognition. As done in [16], we resized all facial images to \( 64 \times 64 \), and set the block size to \( 16 \times 16 \) with a stride of 8. Thus, there were a total of 49 blocks for each image, yielding a feature vector of length \( 128 \times 49 = 6,272 \).

LBP [1] has been frequently used for texture analysis and face recognition, as it describes the appearance of an image in a small, local neighborhood around a pixel. Once again, we followed the feature settings of [16] by first resizing each facial image to \( 64 \times 64 \), and then extracting LBP features from \( 16 \times 16 \) non-overlapping blocks with a radius of 2 pixels and number of neighbors (i.e., samples) set to 8. We then generated a 256D histogram from each, yielding a final feature vector of length 256 \( \times 16 = 4,096 \).

VGG-Face CNN [17] uses a “Very Deep” architecture with very small convolutional kernels (i.e., \( 3 \times 3 \)) and convolutional stride (i.e., 1 pixel). This model was pre-trained on over 2.6 million images of 2,622 celebrity identities. For this, each face image was resized to \( 224 \times 224 \) and then fed-forward to the second-to-last fully-connected layer (i.e., fc7) of the CNN model, producing a 4,096D feature vector.

Metric Learning methods are commonly employed in the visual domain, some designed specifically for kinship recognition [5, 16, 18] and some as generic metric learning methods [4]. We chose two representative methods from these two categories to report benchmarks on, Neighborhood Repulsed Metric Learning (NRML) [16] and Information Theoretic Metric Learning (ITML) [4].

3.2 Fine-Tuned CNN Model

Weights of deep networks are trained on larger amounts of generic source data, then fine-tuned on target data, which utilize a wider, more readily available source domain that resembles the target in either modality, view, or both [9]. Following this notion, and motivated by recent success with deep learning on faces [17, 22, 24], we fine-tuned the VGG-Face model, improving results for both kinship verification and family recognition.

Kinship Verification. In kinship verification, for each fold we select the families which have more than 10 images in the rest four folds. 90% images of each family are used to fine-tune the model and the rest for validation. An average of 8,295 images are selected. The experimental results of this part can be found in Table 3 and Figure 3. This is so far the best results on FIW. Specifically, we remove the last fully-connected layer which is used to identify 2,622 people and employed a triplet-loss [19] as the loss function. The second-to-last fully-connected layer was the only non-frozen layer of the original CNN model, with an initial learning rate of \( 10^{-5} \) that decreased by a factor of 10 every 700 iterations (out of 1,400). Batch size was 128 images, and other network settings were the same as the original VGG-Face model. Training was done on a single GTX Titan X with about 10GB GPU memory. Fine-tuning was done using the renown Caffe [13] framework.
Family Recognition. As visual kinship recognition is essentially related to facial features, we froze the weights in the lower levels of the VGG-Face network, and replaced with a new softmax layer to classify the 316 families. Other settings are the same as those used for kinship verification.

3.3 Experimental Settings

In this section, we provide benchmarks on FIW using all features and related methods mentioned in the previous section. Dimensionality of each feature is reduced to 100D using PCA. Experiments were done following a 5-fold cross-validation protocol. Each fold was of equal size and with no family overlap between folds.

**Experiment 1: Kinship Verification.** We randomly select an equal number of positive and negative pairs for each fold family. Cosine similarity is computed for each pair in the test fold. The average verification rate of all folds is reported in Table 3, showing that kinship verification is a challenging task. While some relation are relatively easy to recognize, e.g., B-B, SIBS, S-S through SIFT, LBP, and VGG-Face features, results of other relations such as parent-child are still below 70.0%. Clearly, VGG-Face features are much better than hand-crafted features. Notice grandparent-child pairs typically have higher accuracies than parent-child, which we believe is due to the differences in sample sizes. We also compare with the state-of-the-art metric learning methods, NRML and ITML [see Figure 3]. Showing improved scores for the low-level features, but still outperformed by the CNN model fine-tuned on FIW.

**Experiment 2: Family Recognition.** We again follow the 5-fold cross-validation protocol with no family overlap. Families with 6 or more members, from which the 5 members with the most images were used. The results in Table 4 are from 316 families with 7,772 images. Folds were made up of one member for each family. Multi-class SVM was used to model VGG-Face features for each family (i.e., one-vs-rest). We then improved the top-1 classification accuracy from $12.3\pm1.8\%$ (VGG-Face) to $13.3\pm1.6\%$ (our fine-tuned model).

4. DISCUSSION

We introduced a large-scale dataset of family photos captured in natural, unconstrained environments (i.e., Families in the Wild). An annotation tool was designed to quickly generate rich label information for over 10,000 photos of 1,000 families. Emphasis was put on diversity (i.e., at least 3 members and multiple instances of each member, and at various ages), quality (i.e., only faces seen by the detector), and quantity (i.e., much more data and new relationship types).

There are many interesting directions for future work on our dataset. We currently only verify whether a pair of images is kin or non kin. However, also predicting the kin relationship type could lead to more value and practical usefulness. Thus, bringing us closer to doing fine-grain categorization on entire family trees. FIW will be an ongoing effort that will continually grow and evolve. See project page for downloads, updates, and to learn more about FIW.
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